Jive Apps

Your Business Phone Applications

Securely call and text from your business number
on your mobile device, desktop, or web browser.
Your phone system should be as flexible and on-the-go as you are. Whatever
your preferences or needs, between Jive’s three apps you can work and
communicate from anywhere.

JIVE MOBILE

JIVE WEB

Take your business communications with you on your mobile
device so you never miss a call.
Enjoy secure, HD audio quality,
battery-life optimized, and reliable
service to call and text/SMS
anywhere outside the offce.

Bypass the complexity of creating
and registering a softphone by
making phone calls through your
web browser—no phone is necessary. Also see your messages
with our visual voicemail.

JIVE DESKTOP
Download a unified communications software onto your laptop
or desktop computer to easily
access your corporate directory,
monitor contacts’ phone
presence, and reach out to
them via voice or text/SMS.

Visit jive.com/applications to learn more.
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Jive Apps
TRUE MOBILITY

HOME
Use Jive Desktop and
Jive Mobile to work remotely.

VISITING ANOTHER OFFICE
Use Jive Web and our hot desking
feature to make any company desk
your desk!

ON THE GO
Use Jive Mobile to never
miss a call.

FEATURES

TEXT/SMS

PRESENCE MONITORING

COMPANY DIRECTORY

Send and receive text/SMS
messages from your business
phone number.

Eliminate time-wasting activities like
phone tag. See if your coworkers are
available to take your call.

Search your company directory
contacts by name, organize them into
a favorites bar, and add new contacts.

HD AUDIO

SECURITY

GEOFENCING

Communicate on the go knowing
your conversations are safe. Jive
encrypts the signaling between your
devices, servers, and media streams
with TLS and SRTP.

Create location-based rules that
automatically turns on/o Do Not
Disturb and other call rules, depending on if you’re in the oce or at
home. Only available on Jive Mobile.

Jive Mobile utilizes Opus to scale
between 8 and 50 kbps to adapt
and maintain your call quality. Jive
Web uses less bandwidth and
offers better audio quality.

Learn more at jive.com/applications.
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